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Abstract
This paper expands the discussion about future balancing reserve provision to the long-term
perspective of 2050. Most pathways for a transformation towards a decarbonized electricity
sector rely on very high shares of fluctuating renewables. This can be a challenge for the
provision of balancing reserves, although their influence on the balancing cost is unclear.
Apart from the transformation of the generation portfolio, various technical and regulatory
developments within the balancing framework might further influence balancing costs: i)
dynamic dimensioning of balancing reserves, ii) provision by fluctuating renewables or new
(battery) storage technologies, and iii) exchange of balancing reserves between balancing zones.
The first part of this paper discusses and transforms these developments into quantitative
scenario definitions. The second part applies these scenarios to dynELMOD (dynamic
Electricity Model), an investment model of the European electricity system that is extended
to include balancing reserve provision. In contrast to other models applied in most papers
on balancing reserves, this model is capable of evaluating the interdependencies between
developments in balancing reserve provision and high shares of fluctuating renewables jointly.
The results show that balancing reserve cost can be kept at current levels for a renewable
electricity system until 2050, when using a dynamic reserve sizing horizon. Apart from
the sizing horizon, storage capacity withholding duration and additional balancing demand
from RES are the main driver of balancing costs. Renewables participation in balancing
provision is mainly important for negative reserves, while storages play an important role for
the provision of positive reserves. However, only on very few occasions, additional storage
investments are required for balancing reserve provision, as most of the time sufficient storage
capacities are available in the electricity system.
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1 Introduction
To be able to adhere to the target of the Paris Agreement (UNFCCC, 2015) the European
electricity sector must be decarbonized, implying a transformation of the generation portfolio.
Depending on assumptions regarding the cost and availability of nuclear electricity generation
and carbon capture, transport and storage (CCTS) technologies, different pathways for this
transformation are suggested by science and politics. Most pathways include very high shares
of fluctuating renewable energy sources (RES) until 2050. These shares can be a challenge for
generation capacity adequacy because of their daily and seasonal variability of the feed-in. This
medium and long-term variability is not the only challenge: fluctuating RES are regularly deviate
from their planned production schedules. These short-term deviations must be balanced out by
the activation of balancing reserves. Hence, an increasing RES share will, most probably, lead to
an increasing balancing reserve demand (despite forecast quality improvements, see section 2.1
for a detailed discussion). Furthermore, a large share of balancing reserves are still provided by
fossil-fueled generation, which will be phased-out by 2050 under a decarbonization target. These
challenges resulting from balancing provision are neglected in most investment models and will
therefore be analyzed in detail in this paper.
To reduce the cost of balancing reserve provision, multi-national cooperations have been formed,
new technologies participate in balancing reserve provision, and a large part of the regulatory
framework has changed. Falling prices in spot and forward markets have motivated more and
more generators to participate in the relatively, profitable balancing markets. Nevertheless the
provision of balancing reserves and the balancing markets are a technically and regulatory highly
complex field which still offers large room for developments and harmonization of the framework
across Europe.
In the first part of this paper, these developments of the framework for balancing reserve
provision are analyzed with a focus on: i) dynamic dimensioning of the demand for balancing
reserves, ii) provision of balancing reserves by fluctuating renewable electricity sources, iii) the role
of new (battery) storage technologies, and iv) possible exchanges of balancing reserves between
balancing zones and joint procurement of balancing reserves. See Section 2 for a detailed review
on the possible developments and their transformation into scenarios. These scenarios are applied
to an enhanced version of dynELMOD (dynamic Electricity Model), an investment model of
the European electricity system (see Gerbaulet and Lorenz (2017)), that is extended to include
balancing reserve provision. The model is capable of evaluating the effects of possible developments
in balancing reserve provision and high shares of fluctuating RES jointly. Hence, it allows me to
analyze the future cost of balancing reserve provision in a decarbonized electricity system while
evaluating the influence of different developments within the technical and regulatory framework
of balancing.
There are several options to analyze balancing markets based on electricity system models.
In general, electricity system models can be categorized either as long-term planning models
or short-term operation models. Large-scale and long-term planning models are mainly used
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to determine cost-efficient investments pathways for generation and transmission capacities. To
allow for this large scope they abstract from some technical details and neglect some operational
issues (Hagspiel et al., 2014; Ludig et al., 2011; Mantzos and Wiesenthal, 2016). Most studies
analyze the effect of different policies or technologies on the spot and balancing markets in a
unit-commitment model which does not allow for endogenous capacity investments (Farahmand
and Doorman, 2012; Gebrekiros et al., 2015; Spieker et al., 2016).
Only very few studies analyze the future balancing provision in dynamic large scale electricity
system models that includes endogenous capacity investments. Zerrahn and Schill (2015) develop
a greenfield model that includes balancing reservation. It is a single node application and roughly
calibrated with German input data and cost assumptions for 2050. Similarly, Belderbos and
Delarue (2015) present a model that allows for endogenous investment planning with operational
constraints. However, in both papers, the implications of the balancing constraints have not been
analyzed systematically and no large-scale brown field application is done due to computational
limits.
Most similar to the analysis presented in this paper, van Stiphout et al. (2017) analyze the impact
of balancing reserves on investment planning within electricity systems with a high RES target.
Their hypothesis is that in the existing literature the technical barriers and integration cost of
large shares of RES are underestimated as in most long-term electricity models balancing reserves
are not included. To test their hypothesis, they develop an endogenous greenfield investment model
that includes detailed constraints for system operation. The model is applied to a conceptual
test system that is roughly calibrated to the Belgian power system. Their results confirm their
assumption, that the necessary balancing reserve requirements will lead to substantial additional
cost for the integration of large shares of RES. Even a rather unambitious RES generation share
of 50% would lead to a dramatic total system cost increase of up to 30%. This is due to necessary
reserves, assuming no change of the currently existing balancing framework conditions. Even
with possible improvements in the balancing market (RES participation and dynamic reserve
sizing) the total system cost would still go up by 20%. These high costs can possibly be explained
by the following simplifications of van Stiphout et al. (2017) in comparison to this paper: i)
only three generic generation technologies, ii) no other countries, iii) no electricity grid, iv) no
upward reserve provision from RES, v) no storage or demand side management (DSM), and vi)
no biomass or hydro generation capacities.
The reminder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 analyzes future developments
within the technological and regulatory framework of balancing reserve provision and transforms
them into quantitative scenarios. These scenarios are applied to the electricity system model
dynELMOD that is presented in Section 3. The model includes a large-scale data set of the
European electricity system, described in Section 4. In Section 5 the model results for the scenarios
and sensitivities of the different developments are analyzed and Section 6 concludes.
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2 Balancing market developments
The balancing market is influenced by the following developments: i) steady technical progress in
weather forecasts for fluctuating RES, reducing their balancing reserve demand, ii) fluctuating RES
increase their potential to participate in the balancing reserve provision (Hirth and Ziegenhagen,
2015), iii) prices for battery storages decrease rapidly and allow for further applications in
balancing markets (Nykvist and Nilsson, 2015), and iv) the regulatory framework changes to
enhance cross-border exchange and foster harmonization between markets (EC, 2017). In the
following, these developments of the framework for balancing reserve provision will be analyzed
in detail. With this analysis, factors that could influence the model outcome regarding balancing
reserve provision will be identified. These factors will be summarized in assumptions that will be
varied in the different scenarios and sensitivities described in Sections 2.1 to 2.4.

2.1 Balancing reserve dimensioning and sizing horizon
When determining the size of the necessary balancing reserve, the aim is to dimension the reserves
as small as possible to reduce the cost for reserving capacity, but as big as necessary to reduce
the risk of insufficient reserves to balance the electricity system. Reserve sizing methodologies
can be characterized by their sizing approach and sizing horizon. The sizing approach can
be either deterministic (e.g. based on the possible failure of the largest power plant in the
synchronous system), heuristic (e.g. using a formula accounting for system characteristics and
empiric coefficients) or probabilistic (based on a probability distribution of system imbalances).
The heuristic and deterministic sizing approach is usually combined with a static sizing horizon.
The static sizing horizon determines the necessary reserves for relatively long time periods ranging
between days and a full year. The probabilistic approach can be used with a static and a dynamic
sizing horizon. The dynamic sizing horizon includes much shorter time period than the static
horizon. The reserves can be resized (e.g. every day for each of the next 24 hours), based on the
latest forecast of RES in-feed. Therefore not the full theoretical generation capacity is included,
hence, only the probability of forecast deviation of a much lower capacity must be included.
Especially for systems with high shares of RES, the reserves can be reduced significantly with a
dynamic horizon. (Holttinen et al., 2012)
The impact of increasing shares of RES on balancing reserve provision is still in discussion:
most studies assume that, due to the fluctuating nature of wind and solar power, the demand for
balancing reserve capacity increases in order to compensate for forecast errors (Papavasiliou et al.,
2011). The estimates in the literature for the additional reserve demand caused by additional wind
capacity are in the range of 2 % to 9 % (Brouwer et al., 2014; dena, 2010; DLR, 2012; Holttinen
et al., 2011; Lew et al., 2013). Ziegenhagen (2013) estimates an additional reserve demand of
6 % of the installed wind capacity which can be decreased to about 4 % with additional solar
installation. To account for the uncertainty within the literature I vary the additional balancing
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demand per GW of fluctuating RES (referred in the following as “RES demand factor”) in our
different scenarios and sensitivities (see Section 2.4).
For the German balancing market, a continuation with a static sizing horizon and a high RES
share, as it is projected for 2030, would lead to a balancing reserve demand increase between 25%
and 75% dependent on assumptions regarding forecast quality improvements for RES (Bucksteeg
et al., 2016; Kays et al., 2010). With a dynamic sizing horizon the balancing reserve demand
increase would be limited to 5%-15% (Bucksteeg et al., 2016).
Contrary to the literature, the absolute value of reserved balancing capacity decreased in
Germany in the years 2010-2015, although renewable capacity increased significantly. At the same
time, restructuring of the market and regulations lead to efficiency gains. Morbee et al. (2013)
and Ortega-Vazquez and Kirschen (2009) present a further explanation and show show that until
a high share of RES is reached, no significant effect on the demand for balancing reserves need to
be expected.
The implementation of such reserve sizing calculations in a large-scale investment model
leads to difficulties: the probabilistic calculation of balancing reserves is non-convex due to the
convolution of probability distribution functions. For this calculation the installed capacities
of the technologies (in this case wind onshore, wind offshore and photovoltaic (PV)) must be
know. These capacities are endogenous in an investment model and hence not known beforehand.
Because of the non-convexity of the sizing approach, it can not be included in an investment
model due to computational limits. Therefore a possible reduction of balancing reserve demand
due to stochastic independent deviations by different technologies is underestimated.

2.2 Renewables and storage as new market participants
Regularly only dispatchable power plants were allowed by the transmission system operator (TSO)
to provide balancing reserves. However, this changed and also non-dispatchable technologies are
allowed as new possible providers of balancing reserves. This includes electrode boilers, large
customers, battery storages, virtual power plants and also fluctuating RES. The potential for
battery storage and fluctuating RES will be analyzed in detail.
The provision of balancing reserves by RES is not longer a technical problem (EWEA, 2014;
Gesino, 2011). Wind (on and offshore) have successfully passed the pre-qualification procedure,
which certifies their sufficiently fast response time and controllability, to participate in German
balancing markets (50Hertz, 2016). Similarly PV is able to provide part of its capacity in the
balancing market (Jansen and Speckmann, 2013). As discussed in Hirth and Ziegenhagen (2015)
and Sorknæs et al. (2013) fluctuating RES will most likely supply negative balancing reserves in
the next years. However, for hours of excess electricity production, it makes sense for RES also to
provide positive reserves. During these times, withholding generation from RES for balancing
reserves leads to no opportunity cost, as they would be curtailed anyhow (EWEA, 2014). If
the hours of excess electricity production will continue to increase in the upcoming years, an
increasing share of positive balancing reserves could be provided by fluctuating RES.
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Fluctuating RES include a special challenge as their final production always includes risk. Due
to this risk, not the full forecasted generation can be reserved for balancing provision. To reach
the same security level of dispatchable power plants, the share that can be used for balancing
reserve is dependent on the forecast quality of the feed-in. As a result, long before delivery very
few capacity can be reserved, as the forecast has a high deviation probability.
As time of delivery approaches, forecast quality is higher and more capacity can be used for
balancing provision. Therefore currently common lead times of a week and product lengths of
days, as in Germany, are too long. As a result, single units must currently be in a pool with
sufficient dispatchable generation to be able to participate.
Götz and Baumgart (2014) conclude, that for an security level of 99.994 % up to 30 % of the
entire German wind power feed-in is firm, when all turbines are pooled. A similar analysis by
Fraunhofer IWES (2014) estimates a share of 10 % of the feed-in that would be available for
balancing services in a day-ahead regime. This share is referred to the “firm capacity forecast”
and varied in the different scenarios and sensitivities (see section 4).
Besides fluctuating RES, battery storage entered the balancing reserve market in 2015. Largescale batteries are already used for the provision of frequency containment reserve (FCR), and a
market share of 27% is expected by the end of 2017 (Fleer et al., 2016). Due to rapidly falling
battery prices, it could become economic, that storage will also provide frequency restoration
reserve (FRR). Brijs et al. (2016) show that considering battery storage for balancing services is
beneficial and reduces the total system cost (TSC). For the profitability of storages in balancing
market, it is decisive for how many subsequent hours the battery storage must be able to provide
its reserves. This implies how often it will be possible to activate the balancing reserves in a row
without unplanned recharges. The duration a balancing reservation is influencing the storage
level constraints is referred as the “storage reservation window”.
The storage reservation window describes the length for which balancing reservation is influencing the storage level constraints (see Section 3.2 for the mathematical formulation). In Figure
1, the influence of this constraint is demonstrated for a storage reservation window of six hours
with an exemplary storage consisting of 100MW charge and recharge capacity and a storage
volume of 100MWh. In the upper graph a fictional positive and negative reservation is depicted.
Every reservation narrows the gap between the minimum and maximum storage level, as depicted
in the lower graph. The solution space for the storage level is defined as the area between the
gray and blue line. From hour eight on the minimum storage level decreases, as the positive
reservation in hours one (and following) falls out of the storage reservation window. I vary the
storage reservation window in the different scenarios and sensitivities (see Section 4).

2.3 Cross-border cooperation
When the electricity grids within Europe have been interconnected and synchronized one reason
was to increase the system stability and security. Another reason was the possibility to trade
electricity over these interconnectors (ICs). The trade of electricity normally reduces the TSC
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50 1: Influence of positive and negative balancing reservation on the storage level constraints
as it allows to use generation portfolio more efficiently. Besides the trade of electricity, the ICs
allow for cross-border cooperation between the TSOs for the provision and activation of balancing
reserves.
Different degrees of cross-border cooperation are possible between the TSOs. The options are
characterized by different regulatory and technical complexity but also resulting levels of benefits.
The first option refers to imbalance netting. Imbalance netting describes the process of netting
positive and negative imbalances in the cooperating control zones. Thereby the imbalance of both
zones can be reduced if the imbalances in at least two zones have a different sign. Imbalance
netting is performed at the point in time when the imbalance occurrs and transmission capacity
is available. Hence, neither the balancing reservation nor the balancing activation merit-order is
influenced. Therefore this option requires the least technical and regulatory interventions.
The second option is a joint activation of reserves, that normally comes after imbalance netting.
This option allows to use a common merit-order list for two or more cooperating balancing zones.
Therefore the power plant that is activated must not be in the same zone where the imbalance
occurs, if sufficient transmission capacity is available. Due to the common merit-order it is more
complex than imbalance netting; still the allocation of the reserved capacities is not influenced.
The third option is the joint procurement of balancing reserves, that only makes sense if the two
other options are already implemented. This option results in a common market which is only
limited by cross-border transmission capacity. In contrast to the other options, this transmission
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capacity must be known before. This could make the reservation of IC capacity necessary, which
is then not longer available for the spot market. Hence, a joint optimization of balancing and
spot market IC capacity usage is important to set the cost-efficient share between the two.
The benefits and implications of cross-border exchange of balancing reserves have been studied
in various papers: Van der Veen et al. (2010) give an overview on main cross-border balancing
agreements and conclude that cross-border balancing agreements are generally positive, but
the impact depends on the detailed balancing market design. Farahmand and Doorman (2012)
estimate cost savings of up to 400 million € per year resulting from an integration of the Nordic
balancing market with the German balancing market. A further approach to analyze the reserve
procurement and transmission capacity reservation in the northern European power market is
shown by Gebrekiros et al. (2015). They confirm that balancing provision cost can be reduced
when transmission capacity is reserved. With a transmission capacity reservation level of around
20%, total system cost tend to be the lowest. Lorenz and Gerbaulet (2017) analyzes different
degrees of balancing cooperation between Austria, Germany and Switzerland. They show that
joint procurement of balancing reserves allows for much larger cost savings than imbalance netting
or joint activation only. In the optimal setting, balancing power cost can be reduced by up to
40%. They conclude, that currently existing imbalance netting should be expanded towards the
joint procurement of balancing reserves.
European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) also acknowledges the need to foster and regulate cross-border exchange of balancing services (ENTSO-E,
2012). To regulate possible cross-border cooperations, ENTSO-E formulated the Network Code on
Electricity Balancing (NC EB), which foresees arrangements to promote cross-border exchange of
balancing services with the objective of lowering overall costs and increasing social welfare. Therefore, it address the topics of i) imbalance settlement, ii) joint procurement of balancing services,
and iii) reservation and use of cross-zonal capacity for balancing (EC, 2017). In 2017, eight pilot
projects tackle these problems for the different balancing products (FCR, FRR and replacement
reserve (RR)) (ENTSO-E, 2014). The International Grid Control Cooperation (IGCC) is one of
them and consists of eleven TSOs from central and west Europe and allows for imbalance netting.
Another balancing pilot project is the Trans European Replacement Reserves Exchange (TERRE)
project, whose objectives is to establish a platform for all RR offers and to optimize the allocation
of RR across the systems of various TSOs (ENTSO-E, 2015). Furthermore, the EXPLORE project
aims at creating a consistent cross-border balancing market design for automatic frequency
restoration reserve (aFRR) and manual frequency restoration reserve (mFRR) while taking into
account possible interlinking between spot and balancing market (50Hertz et al., 2016).
The question remains, whether there is a limit on balancing exchanges. The secure supply of
balancing reserves is crucial for system stability. Hence, it must be guaranteed that the reserved
balancing capacities can also be delivered. Therefore the unplanned reduction of IC capacity can
put the whole electricity system at risk. However, this can also happen within a control zone.
Therefore, the reserves must be allocated in such a way, that enough redundant transmission
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pathways are possible (in line with the n-1 criteria). I vary the maximum amount of reserves that
can be exchanged, which in the following is referred to as “maximum exchanges”.

2.4 Scenarios and sensitivities
The future technical and regulatory framework for balancing reserve provision is uncertain, as
shown in the previous analysis in Section 2. The analysis identified the following factors as most
critical:
1. Static or dynamic sizing horizon for balancing reserves;
2. Reserve demand in percent of each additionally installed GW of fluctuating RES;
3. Firm capacity forecast in percent of RES feed-in forecast;
4. Storage reservation window in hours;
5. Maximum cross border balancing reserve exchange in percent of total reserve demand;
The factors are combined in three scenarios pessimistic, conservative and optimistic. Additionally,
each factor will be analyzed in a separate sensitivity analysis based on the conservative scenario.
Table 1 gives an overview on scenarios and sensitivities. Max and min are not tested in joint
scenarios but are only used as worst case and optimal case for the sensitivity analysis.
Table 1: Scenarios and sensitivities
Dynamic sizing horizon
RES demand factor
Firm capacity forecast
Storage reservation window
Maximum exchange

Max

Pessimistic

Conservative

Optimistic

Min

10%
5%
24
10%

yes/no
8%
10%
12
20%

yes/no
6%
20%
8
30%

yes/no
4%
35%
4
40%

2%
50%
1
50%

3 Methodology
3.1 dynELMOD
dynELMOD (dynamic Electricity Model) is a dynamic partial equilibrium model of the European
electricity sector which determines cost-effective development pathways for the entire system. It
endogenously decides upon investment in conventional and renewable generation, storage, DSM,
and network capacities that influence the resulting dispatch. Electricity flows can be approximated
using a flow-based market coupling approach, that accounts for loop-flows, or with a transport
model. Due to computational complexity of balancing reservation, the transport model is used
in this paper. The model dynamically optimizes the investments into generation and networks
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over the entire time horizon, but includes options to limit the planner’s foresight to represent
myopic investment behavior. A Carbon dioxide (CO2 ) emission limit can be set for each year.
The DIW Data Documentation by Gerbaulet and Lorenz (2017) provides a detailed description
of the model.
The starting point for new investments is the currently available power plant portfolio, which
decreases over time as the end of the lifetime of power plants are reached, and the existing
electricity grid infrastructure. Further developments in the upcoming years are characterized by
assumptions regarding the change of i) investment and operational cost, ii) fuel cost, iii) full load
hours (FLH) of RES, iv) load and the CO2 emission limit. These developments form the boundary
conditions, together with regional CCTS storage availability, overall and yearly investment limits
and regional fuel availability.
In order to reduce complexity and proof generation adequacy the calculation is separated into
two steps: in the first step, the investments are determined using a reduced time set for the
dispatch calculations. To determine these hours, a time frame reduction technique that covers the
characteristics of seasonal and time-of-day variations in the input parameters is included. In the
second step, the investment decisions are fixed and evaluated based on a dispatch calculation with
a full time set. This calculates the final generation and determines whether a reliable generation
portfolio has been found that is adequate for the entire year.

3.2 Extension of dynELMOD
So far dynELMOD was focused on the electricity generation to cover the demand. This paper
extends the model so that also the demand for reserves to balance short-term deviations will be
included. The demand for balancing reserves is partly dependent on the installed capacities of
fluctuating RES and hence endogenous within the model. The models does not only have to meet
the electricity demand with the generation capacities but also the endogenous balancing reserve
demand by partly withholding the same generation capacity.
The determination of the cost for balancing reserve provision will be done through a comparison
of different calculation. The basis is always a calculation without balancing reserve provision,
that is compared to calculations with balancing reserve provision within different technological
and regulatory frameworks. The difference between the cost of the calculations thereby defines
the cost for the provision of balancing reserves. Furthermore the cost increase due to balancing
reserve provision can be differentiated into the different components like variable generation cost
or investment cost.
Apart from the cost, a country specific reserve price can be determined. Still, power plant sharp
prices can only be calculated ex-post. A further challenge in long-term investment models is a
detailed approximation of flexibility constraints. Poncelet et al. (2014, 2016) analyze the problem
of including short-term flexibility and balancing constraints into a long-term model. On the one
hand, the reduced time-set, long-term investment models use, does often not represent the full
variability of weather phenomena influencing the feed-in from RES. Increasing the time set would
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increase computation time intensively and is hence, only possible in simple models. Therefore
large-scale models apply time reduction techniques (Green et al., 2014; Nahmmacher et al., 2016).
On the other hand, some flexibility constraints like power plant status require binary variables.
Introducing binary or integer variables in linear long-term investment models would significantly
increase optimization time. A possible solution is to implement linear flexibility constraints (e.g.
ramping restrictions) by linearization of the binary or integer constraints, which is also done in
this approach.
In the following, the changes in the mathematical formulation to represent balancing provision
are presented. Only the formulas that are new or changed in comparison to the basic dynELMOD
will be shown here for simplicity. For the full mathematical formulation see Gerbaulet and Lorenz
(2017).
Market clearing: I introduce two new market clearing conditions, one for positive reserves (1)
and one for negative reserves (2). In every hour the necessary balancing reserves must be provided
by generation capacities within the country or by reserve imports or exports to cover the surplus
or deficits. The balancing reserve demand consists of an exogenous and an endogenous part:
first, an exogenous part for load noise, schedule leaps and power plant failure that is based on
historical reserve requirements. Second, an endogenous part, that depends on the scenario and is
calculated based on either i) the installed capacity of non-dispatcheable RES (static sizing) or ii)
the forecasted feed-in of non-dispatchable RES (dynamic sizing).

X

resv,pos
gco,i,t,y
= Qresv,pos
+
co,t,y

X
cco

i

o

Static Sizing

o

Dynamic Sizing

P

o

Static Sizing

P

o

Dynamic Sizing

cap
yy≤y,ndisp invco,ndisp,yy

+

P

+

P

yy≤y,ndisp

X

cap
ResAvanewbuilt
co,t,ndisp,yy ∗ invco,ndisp,yy

resv,neg
gco,i,t,y
= Qresv,neg
+
co,t,y

+

X

∀y, co, t

(1)

∀y, co, t

(2)

resv,neg
f lowcco,co,t,y

cco

i

+

resv,pos
f lowcco,co,t,y

cap
yy≤y,ndisp invco,ndisp,yy
yy≤y,ndisp

cap
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co,t,ndisp,yy ∗ invco,ndisp,yy

Generation restrictions: Equations (3) and (4) define the reservation from dispatchable technologies. For these, the positive reservation is limited by the available generation capacity and
current spot market production (Equations (5) and (6)). Furthermore dispatchable technologies
(exept storage) must produce above minimum generation to provide positive reserves (7) and in
addition at least the amount of negative reserves (8).
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The positive reserve provision by non-dispatchable RES is limited by their feed-in in equation
(9). Furthermore the positive and negative reserve provision is limited to their firm capacity
forecast of the feed-in (Equations (10) and (11)).
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gco,ndisp,t,y + gco,ndisp,t,y
≤
X
cap
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Ramping: Equations (12) and (13) define the maximum possible up and downward ramping
taking into account the activation of reserves. Equation (14) and (15) enforce, that enough
ramping capability is reserved so that reserves can be activated sufficiently fast.

resv,up
resv,pos
resv,neg
gco,i,t,y
=gco,i,t,y
+ gco,i,t−1,y
resv,down
resv,neg
resv,pos
gco,i,t,y
=gco,i,t,y
+ gco,i,t−1,y
X
X up
up
cap
up
resv,up
gco,c,t,y
+ gco,i,t,y
≤Ri,y
∗
Gmax
Ri,yy ∗ invco,i,yy
p,co,i,y +
p
resv,down
down
down
gco,i,t,y
+ gco,i,t,y
≤Ri,y
∗

∀co, i, t, y

(12)

∀co, i, t, y

(13)

∀co, i, t, y

(14)

∀co, i, t, y

(15)

yy≤y

X

Gmax
p,co,i,y +

p

X

cap
down
Ri,yy
∗ invco,i,yy

yy≤y
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Storage: The provision of positive and negative reserves by storages limit their maximum release
and loading (Equations (16) and (17)). Still, their storage level does not change by balancing
reservation, as the activation is still unknown (Equation (18)). However, it must be guaranteed,
that the prevailing storage level is sufficiently high (low) to be able to provide positive (negative)
reserves. These reserves must be provided for the consecutive hours comprised in the storage
reservation window (T window ) without violating maximum (19) or minimum (21) storage level
constraints.

resv,pos
release
storco,s,t,y
+ gco,s,t,y
≤ Avaco,s,y ∗ Storagemaxrelease
co,s,y

+ Avaco,s,y ∗ Storagemaxrelease
co,s,y
X
cap
+ Avaco,s,y ∗
invco,s,yy

∀co, s, t, y

(16)

∀co, s, t, y

(17)

∀co, s, t, y

(18)

∀co, s, t, y

(19)

yy≤y
loading
resv,neg
storco,s,t,y
+ gco,s,t,y
≤ Avaco,s,y ∗ Storagemaxloading
co,S,y

+ Avaco,s,y ∗ Storagemaxloading
co,S,y
X
cap
+ Avaco,s,y ∗
invco,s,yy
yy≤y

level
level
Release
storco,s,t,y
= storco,s,t−1,y
− storco,s,t,y
loading
storage
+ ηco,s,y
∗ storco,s,t,y

+ Inf lowco,s,y,t
level
storco,s,t,y
+

X

resv,neg
gco,s,t,y
≤ Storagemaxlevel
+
co,s,y

X

stor
invco,i,yy

yy≤y

t≥tt≥t−T window

(20)
level
storco,s,t,y
−

X

t≥tt≥t−T

resv,pos
gco,s,t,y

≥ Storageminlevel
co,s,y

∀co, s, t, y

(21)

window

Network restrictions: The reservation of transmission capacity is always defined for both flow
directions (Equation (22) and (23)). It should only lead to reductions of net transfer capacity
(NTC) between countries, never to increased NTC for the spot market. This is realized by
only taking the NTC-decreasing part of the reservation into account (Equation (24) and (25)).
Therefore the model can not increase the NTC between countries by counter trading balancing
reserves. Equations (26) to (29) therefore derive the positive and negative parts of the reserved
capacities.

resv,pos
resv,pos
f lowco,cco,t,y
= −f lowcco,co,t,y
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∀co, cco, t, y

(22)

resv,neg
resv,neg
f lowco,cco,t,y
= −f lowcco,co,t,y

∀co, cco, t, y

(23)

∀co, cco, t, y

(24)

∀co, cco, t, y

(25)

resv,pos,ge0
resv,pos
f lowco,cco,t,y
≥ f lowco,cco,t,y

∀co, cco, t, y

(26)

resv,neg,ge0
resv,neg
f lowco,cco,t,y
≥ f lowco,cco,t,y

∀co, cco, t, y

(27)

resv,pos,le0
resv,pos
f lowco,cco,t,y
≤ f lowco,cco,t,y

∀co, cco, t, y

(28)

resv,neg,le0
resv,neg
f lowco,cco,t,y
≤ f lowco,cco,t,y

∀co, cco, t, y

(29)

resv,pos,ge0
line
N T Cco,cco + invy,co,cco
≥ f lowco,cco,t,y + f lowco,cco,t,y
resv,neg,le0
− f lowco,cco,t,y
resv,pos,le0
line
−N T Cco,cco − invy,co,cco
≤ f lowco,cco,t,y + f lowco,cco,t,y
resv,neg,ge0
− f lowco,cco,t,y

Model Limitations: When interpreting the results one has to bear in mind the model structure.
On the one hand, not the all flexibility constraints can be included in a linear model with a
country-sharp resolution. On the other hand, no strategic behavior can be included, which can be
an important price driver in the market setting. Therefore, the costs of balancing provision may
be underestimated. However relative cost changes between different scenarios remain valid.
This model abstracts from different types of balancing reserves. It does not differentiate between
FCR, aFRR and mFRR nor between spinning and non-spinning reserves. On the one hand, this
would significantly increase computational time. On the other hand it is not clear, how the
additional balancing reserve demand from fluctuating RES demand will be allocated to the
different types of balancing reserves. Therefore, using different reserve types could distort results
and pertinence a false precision. Furthermore the influence of different reserve types is reduced, as
two main sources for future balancing reserve provision are anyhow either spinning (fluctuating
RES) or very flexible and able to provide FCR (storages).
The amount of balancing reserves that will be activated is not known beforehand. Hence, this
model only includes the cost for the reservation and neglects the cost for the activation of reserves.
Still the model formulation assures, that for all hours, sufficient capacity is available to allow for
positive or negative reservation. Dependent on the volumes of positive and negative activation,
the TSC could be increased or lowered.

4 Data and application
I apply the extended version of dynELMOD to an European data set described in Gerbaulet
and Lorenz (2017). As long as not stated otherwise all data used for this application based on
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this dataset, is published under open-source license together with the model.1 Therefore, in the
following, only a short summary of the data will be given.
The data-set is defined for the periode from 2015 to 2050 in five-year steps. It includes 33
different countries in five synchronous areas, each country represented by one node. It represents
31 different generation technologies: ten conventional, nine renewable, five CCTS and seven
storage (including four DSM) technologies as well as their future development regarding cost and
efficiencies. For existing capacities, a decommissioning path is calculated based on assumptions for
lifetimes and each power plant block’s commissioning date. Potentials for CCTS are included on a
country resolution. The data set includes demand and renewable feed-in time series spanning 8,760
hours from the year 2013 for each country. These are scaled individually to meet the different
FLH for each country of the upcoming years.
The CO2 emission pathway is based on based on the scenario “Diversified supply technologies”
from the European Commission’s Energy Roadmap 2050 – Impact Assessment and scenario
analysis (EC, 2011). As dynELMOD only covers the electricity sector, the CO2 pathway that sets
a limit on yearly CO2 emissions allocated to the electricity sector is used. The usage of such a
strict CO2 emission pathway is a main driver of the resulting transformation of the generation
portfolio. Furthermore no banking of CO2 emissions is allowed between the periods.
Prices for coal, gas and oil and their development until 2050 are based on the “EU Reference
Scenario 2016” by EC (2016).

5 Results
The transformation pathway for the electricity sector, provided by the model results of dynELMOD,
will be looked at first, as it sets the stage for the balancing reserve provision. I analyze the installed
capacities and resulting electricity generation before taking a closer look at the cost and technology
structure of the balancing reserve provision.
Figure 2 shows the development of the installed capacities from 2020 to 2050 in Europe. The
total installed capacity increases from 1,100 GW in 2020 to 2,900 GW in 2050. This steep increase
can be explained by the, on average, lower FLH of RES compared to fossil fired power plants. In
2050, 870 GW of solar PV, 740 GW wind onshore and 270 GW of wind offshore make up for the
major share of the generation portfolio. No new nuclear, lignite, or hard coal fired capacities are
constructed, which results in a nearly complete phase-out for those technologies until 2050. The
fluctuating generation from RES is evened out with 465 GW of storage capacity which includes
batteries, power to gas and DSM. During extreme hours, natural gas fired power plant capacities,
with 215 GW, serve as backup capacities.
Resulting from the developments of the generation portfolio, the electricity mix changes from
2020 to 2050 as shown in Figure 3. In 2050 more than 95 % of the electricity generation is
renewable. Onshore wind is the biggest producer with a share of more than one third while the
1 http://diw.de/elmod#dynELMOD
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Figure 2: Installed electricity generation and storage capacities in Europe until 2050

Figure 3: Electricity generation in Europe until 2050
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share of offshore wind and solar PV reach one quarter. An additional source of flexibility is
transmission capacity that allows to use the spatial variability of demand and RES supply. As
this is not the focus of this paper, the resulting transmission expansion will not by analyzed. A
detailed analysis can be found in Gerbaulet and Lorenz (2017).
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Figure 4: Positive balancing provision in Europe from 2020 to 2050
Figure 4 shows the provision of positive reserves by different technologies in the different years.
Despite a dynamic sizing horizon, the total volume of positive balancing reserves more than
doubles until 2050, still the electricity demand increases by less then 20%. This can be traced
back to the balancing reserve demand caused by increased generation capacities from fluctuating
RES. The provision by storages is increases rapidly from 2035 onwards and accounts for the
largest share in 2040. In contrast, the provision by fluctuating RES is very low. It is most of the
time not beneficial to curtail fluctuating RES just to provide positive reserves as there is sufficient
storage and demand flexibility in the fully interconnected European electricity system to store
or use it. The provision by biomass peaks in 2035, when the provision by gas fired capacities
starts to decrease rapidly. Biomass retains a much higher share than gas in 2050, as the minimum
generation restrictions during balancing provision reduces the possibility for gas largely due to
the CO2 constraint.
The total volume of negative balancing reserves more than doubles until 2050, due to the same
reasons as the positive balancing reserves. However, in contrast to positive balancing reserves, the
negative balancing reserves are mainly provided by fluctuating RES from 2040 onwards (Figure
5). From 2035 on, wind (on- and offshore) has the largest share, while PV also participates but to
a lesser extent. The dominance of fluctuating RES can be explained by their very low opportunity
cost to provide negative reserves, as they have no marginal generation cost and are therefore
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Figure 5: Negative balancing provision in Europe from 2020 to 2050
dispatched first. Also storages, which increase their share from 2040 on, have very low opportunity
cost as they can use their recharge capability to provide negative reserves. The provision by
nuclear, coal and gas is gradually reduced, in line with their diminishing share in the spot market
(compare Figure 3).
The results show that balancing reserve cost (shown in figure 6) does not have to increase
due to a fully renewable electricity system. When comparing the calculated balancing cost to
the observed balancing cost range in Europe in 2015 (ACER and CEER, 2016), no increase
can be identified. As most important factor, the choice between a static or a dynamic sizing
horizon determines the cost. With a static horizon, cost are up to five times higher than for
a dynamic sizing horizon. Even within an optimistic technical and regulatory framework the
statical sizing horizon would result in 70% higher cost compared to the dynamic sizing horizon
within a pessimistic framework. Both, additional generation and investment cost would be much
lower in the dynamic sizing horizon. This is due to the very high share of RES in 2050, for
which in the static case also during hours with low RES feed-in, reserves for the entire installed
capacity must be reserved. During these times of low RES feed-in, reserve provision is costly, as
dispatchable generation capacities are necessary for electricity production and hence have high
opportunity cost when providing balancing reserves. Therefore a static balancing reserve demand
would cause additional investments and higher generation capacity in the static sizing horizon.
With a dynamic sizing horizon balancing reserve provision cost are ranging from 0.7% and 2% of
the TSC (0.5 €/MWh to 1.5 €/MWh of electricity generation) depending on the assumptions
for the technical and regulatory framework. Despite the large importance of the sizing horizon
on the cost, the remaining technical and regulatory developments are crucial to keep cost down.
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Figure 6: Electricity balancing cost in Europe until 2050
With ambitious technical and regulatory developments in the optimistic scenario cost savings of
up to 60% compared to the pessimistic scenario can be realized. However, even with pessimistic
assumptions regarding the framework development, the cost for balancing reserve provision does
not rise above the cost observed between 2011 and 2015 in Germany. 2 When comparing the
cost components of the balancing reserve provision cost, variable generation cost are the biggest
component for all scenario combinations. Furthermore the relative shares of the components are
similar between the static and dynamic sizing horizon.
When comparing the large share of positive balancing reserves that are provided by storages,
to the low additional investments into storages caused by balancing reserve provision, it becomes
clear, that there are large flexible capacities left in the system. These capacities are mainly
storages, required to even out daily and seasonal variations of RES availability. As these storage
capacities are not fully used during most of the time, they can provide balancing reserves at very
low opportunity cost. Hence, only for very few occasions additional storage or other dispatchable
capacities are necessary for balancing reserve provision.
The costs for balancing reserve provision show different sensitivities with respect to the
developments of the technical and regulatory framework. All sensitivities shown in Figure 7 are
assessed against the development that is assumed in the conservative scenario. The assumptions
regarding the length of the storage reservation window have the biggest influence on balancing cost.
With long durations, less reserves can be provided by storages and hence additional generation
capacity becomes necessary. When the additional generation capacity is used to provide reserves
their minimum run constraints cause additional variable generations. When looking at the cost
components it becomes clear, that below a storage reservation window of eight hours no additional
2 The

model abstracts from strategic behavior and therefore the cost are likely to be a lower bound.
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Figure 7: Sensitivities of electricity balancing cost in Europe until 2050
storage capacity will be built for balancing reserve provision in comparison to a neglection of
those reserves. In sum, a very long storage reservation window can nearly double the cost for
balancing reserve provision.
When the RES demand factor is increased up to 20%, the balancing reserve demand increases
in comparison to the conservative scenario. A higher balancing reserve demand in turn leads
to higher overall cost. In total, cost can increase by nearly 60%, while the shares of the cost
components remain constant.
In comparison to the RES demand factor, the influence of the firm RES capacity forecast is
much lower. A firm capacity of only five percent, in comparison to the conservative scenario with
20% firm capacity, causes only minor balancing reserve cost increase of less then 10%. A firm
forecast of only 10% of the RES capacity is already sufficient for balancing reserve provision.
This can be explained by the high share of storage used for positive reserves provision and RES
providing mainly negative reserves.
A limitation on the exchange of balancing reserves (the share of the balancing demand that is
covered by imports) has the lowest impact on the balancing reserve provision cost. This unintuitive
result can be explained by a rather even distribution of storage capacities over Europe until
2050. These storage capacities allow for positive balancing reserve provision independent from
the generation portfolio of the country. Nevertheless before a large deployment of storages the
exchange of balancing reserves can lead to large efficiency gains.
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6 Conclusion
The decarbonization of the electricity sector also influences the future of balancing reserve
provision. Therefore, the balancing provision is analyzed in a long-term perspective of a fully
renewable electricity system. The developments of the technical and regulatory framework of
future balancing reserve provision are subject to large uncertainties. This paper applies a dynamic
investment model of the European electricity sector to analyze the cost and effects of the future
balancing reserve provision.
The results show that balancing reserve cost can be kept at current levels for a renewable
electricity system until 2050. This requires no optimistic developments of the technical and
regulatory framework, however a dynamic reserve sizing horizon is of importance to keep costs
down. Apart from the sizing horizon, storage capacity withholding duration, and additional
balancing demand from RES are the main drivers of balancing costs. RES participation in
balancing provision is mainly important for negative reserves, while storages play an important
role for the provision of positive reserves. However, only for very few occasions, additional storage
investments are required for balancing reserve provision, as most of the time sufficient storage
capacities are available in the electricity system.
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